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Welcome to the second edition of *Advanced R*. I had three main goals for this edition:

- Improve coverage of important concepts that I fully understood only after the publication of the first edition.
- Reduce coverage of topics time has shown to be less useful, or that I think are really exciting but turn out not to be that practical.
- Generally make the material easier to understand with better text, clearer code, and many more diagrams.

If you’re familiar with the first edition, this preface describes the major changes so that you can focus your reading on the new areas. If you’re reading a printed version of this book you’ll notice one big change very quickly: *Advanced R* is now in colour! This has considerably improved the syntax highlighting of code chunks, and made it much easier to create helpful diagrams. I have taken advantage of this and included over 100 new diagrams throughout the book.

Another big change in this version is the use of new packages, particularly `rlang` ([http://rlang.r-lib.org](http://rlang.r-lib.org)), which provides a clean interface to low-level data structures and operations. The first edition used base R functions almost exclusively, which created some pedagogical challenges because many functions evolved independently over multiple years, making it hard to see the big underlying ideas hidden amongst the incidental variations in function names and arguments. I continue to show base equivalents in sidebars, footnotes, and where needed, in individual sections, but if you want to see the purest base R expression of the ideas in this book, I recommend reading the first edition, which you can find online at [http://adv-r.had.co.nz](http://adv-r.had.co.nz).

The foundations of R have not changed in the five years since the first edition, but my understanding of them certainly has. Thus, the overall structure of “Foundations” has remained roughly the same, but many of the individual chapters have been considerably improved:

- Chapter 2, “Names and values”, is a brand new chapter that helps you understand the difference between objects and names of objects. This helps you more accurately predict when R will make a copy of a data structure, and lays important groundwork to understand functional programming.
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- Chapter 3, “Vectors” (previously called data structures), has been rewritten to focus on vector types like integers, factors, and data frames. It contains more details of important S3 vectors (like dates and date-times), discusses the data frame variation provided by the tibble package [Müller and Wickham, 2018], and generally reflects my improved understanding of vector data types.

- Chapter 4, “Subsetting”, now distinguishes between [ and [[ by their intention: [ extracts many values and [[ extracts a single value (previously they were characterised by whether they “simplified” or “preserved”). Section 4.3 draws the “train” to help you understand how [[ works with lists, and introduces new functions that provide more consistent behaviour for out-of-bounds indices.

- Chapter 5, “Control flow”, is a new chapter: somehow I previously forgot about important tools like if statements and for loops!

- Chapter 6, “Functions”, has an improved ordering, introduces the pipe (%>%), as a third way to compose functions (Section 6.3), and has considerably improved coverage of function forms (Section 6.8).

- Chapter 7, “Environments”, has a reorganised treatment of special environments (Section 7.4), and a much improved discussion of the call stack (Section 7.5).

- Chapter 8, “Conditions”, contains material previously in “Exceptions and debugging”, and much new content on how R’s condition system works. It also shows you how to create your own custom condition classes (Section 8.5).

The chapters following Part I, Foundations, have been re-organised around the three most important programming paradigms in R: functional programming, object-oriented programming, and metaprogramming.

- Functional programming is now more cleanly divided into the three main techniques: “Functionals” (Chapter 9), “Function factories” (Chapter 10), and “Function operators” (Chapter 11). I’ve focussed in on ideas that have practical applications in data science and reduced the amount of pure theory.

These chapters now use functions provided by the purrr package [Henry and Wickham, 2018a], which allow me to focus more on the underlying ideas and less on the incidental details. This led to a considerable simplification of the function operators chapter since a major use was to work around the absence of ellipses (…) in base functionals.

- Object-oriented programming (OOP) now forms a major section of the book with completely new chapters on base types (Chapter 12), S3 (Chapter 13), S4 (Chapter 15), R6 (Chapter 14), and the tradeoffs between the systems (Chapter 16).
These chapters focus on how the different object systems work, not how to use them effectively. This is unfortunate, but necessary, because many of the technical details are not described elsewhere, and effective use of OOP needs a whole book of its own.

- Metaprogramming (previously called “computing on the language”) describes the suite of tools that you can use to generate code with code. Compared to the first edition this material has been substantially expanded and now focusses on “tidy evaluation”, a set of ideas and theory that make metaprogramming safe, well-principled, and accessible to many more R programmers. Chapter 17, “Big picture” coarsely lays out how all the pieces fit together; Chapter 18, “Expressions”, describes the underlying data structures; Chapter 19, “Quasiquotation”, covers quoting and unquoting; Chapter 20, “Evaluation”, explains evaluation of code in special environments; and Chapter 21, “Translations”, pulls all the themes together to show how you might translate from one (programming) language to another.

The final section of the book pulls together the chapters on programming techniques: profiling, measuring and improving performance, and Rcpp. The contents are very similar to the first edition, although the organisation is a little different. I have made light updates throughout these chapters particularly to use newer packages (microbenchmark -> bench, lineprof -> profvis), but the majority of the text is the same.

While the second edition has mostly expanded coverage of existing material, five chapters have been removed:

- The vocabulary chapter has been removed because it was always a bit of an odd duck, and there are more effective ways to present vocabulary lists than in a book chapter.

- The style chapter has been replaced with an online style guide, http://style.tidyverse.org/. The style guide is paired with the new styler package [Müller and Walthert, 2018] which can automatically apply many of the rules.

- The C chapter has been moved to https://github.com/hadley/r-internals, which, over time, will provide a guide to writing C code that works with R’s data structures.

- The memory chapter has been removed. Much of the material has been integrated into Chapter 2 and the remainder felt excessively technical and not that important to understand.

- The chapter on R’s performance as a language was removed. It delivered few actionable insights, and became dated as R changed.
I have now been programming in R for over 15 years, and have been doing it full-time for the last five years. This has given me the luxury of time to examine how the language works. This book is my attempt to pass on what I've learned so that you can understand the intricacies of R as quickly and painlessly as possible. Reading it will help you avoid the mistakes I've made and dead ends I've gone down, and will teach you useful tools, techniques, and idioms that can help you to attack many types of problems. In the process, I hope to show that, despite its sometimes frustrating quirks, R is, at its heart, an elegant and beautiful language, well tailored for data science.

1.1 Why R?

If you are new to R, you might wonder what makes learning such a quirky language worthwhile. To me, some of the best features are:

- It’s free, open source, and available on every major platform. As a result, if you do your analysis in R, anyone can easily replicate it, regardless of where they live or how much money they earn.

- R has a diverse and welcoming community, both online (e.g. the #rstats twitter community (https://twitter.com/search?q=%23rstats)) and in person (like the many R meetups (https://www.meetup.com/topics/r-programming-language/)). Two particularly inspiring community groups are rweekly newsletter (https://rweekly.org) which makes it easy to keep up to date with R, and R-Ladies (http://r-ladies.org) which has made a wonderfully welcoming community for women and other minority genders.

- A massive set of packages for statistical modelling, machine learning, visualisation, and importing and manipulating data. Whatever model or graphic you’re trying to do, chances are that someone has already tried to do it and you can learn from their efforts.

- Powerful tools for communicating your results. RMarkdown (https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com) makes it easy to turn your results into HTML
files, PDFs, Word documents, PowerPoint presentations, dashboards and more. Shiny (http://shiny.rstudio.com) allows you to make beautiful interactive apps without any knowledge of HTML or javascript.

- RStudio, the IDE (http://www.rstudio.com/ide/), provides an integrated development environment, tailored to the needs of data science, interactive data analysis, and statistical programming.

- Cutting edge tools. Researchers in statistics and machine learning will often publish an R package to accompany their articles. This means immediate access to the very latest statistical techniques and implementations.

- Deep-seated language support for data analysis. This includes features like missing values, data frames, and vectorisation.

- A strong foundation of functional programming. The ideas of functional programming are well suited to the challenges of data science, and the R language is functional at heart, and provides many primitives needed for effective functional programming.

- RStudio, the company (https://www.rstudio.com), which makes money by selling professional products to teams of R users, and turns around and invests much of that money back into the open source community (over 50% of software engineers at RStudio work on open source projects). I work for RStudio because I fundamentally believe in its mission.

- Powerful metaprogramming facilities. R’s metaprogramming capabilities allow you to write magically succinct and concise functions and provide an excellent environment for designing domain-specific languages like ggplot2, dplyr, data.table, and more.

- The ease with which R can connect to high-performance programming languages like C, Fortran, and C++.

Of course, R is not perfect. R’s biggest challenge (and opportunity!) is that most R users are not programmers. This means that:

- Much of the R code you’ll see in the wild is written in haste to solve a pressing problem. As a result, code is not very elegant, fast, or easy to understand. Most users do not revise their code to address these shortcomings.

- Compared to other programming languages, the R community is more focussed on results than processes. Knowledge of software engineering best practices is patchy. For example, not enough R programmers use source code control or automated testing.

- Metaprogramming is a double-edged sword. Too many R functions use tricks to reduce the amount of typing at the cost of making code that is hard to understand and that can fail in unexpected ways.
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- Inconsistency is rife across contributed packages, and even within base R. You are confronted with over 25 years of evolution every time you use R, and this can make learning R tough because there are so many special cases to remember.

- R is not a particularly fast programming language, and poorly written R code can be terribly slow. R is also a profligate user of memory.

Personally, I think these challenges create a great opportunity for experienced programmers to have a profound positive impact on R and the R community. R users do care about writing high quality code, particularly for reproducible research, but they don’t yet have the skills to do so. I hope this book will not only help more R users to become R programmers, but also encourage programmers from other languages to contribute to R.

1.2 Who should read this book

This book is aimed at two complementary audiences:

- Intermediate R programmers who want to dive deeper into R, understand how the language works, and learn new strategies for solving diverse problems.

- Programmers from other languages who are learning R and want to understand why R works the way it does.

To get the most out of this book, you’ll need to have written a decent amount of code in R or another programming language. You should be familiar with the basics of data analysis (i.e. data import, manipulation, and visualisation), have written a number of functions, and be familiar with the installation and use of CRAN packages.

This book walks the narrow line between being a reference book (primarily used for lookup), and being linearly readable. This involves some tradeoffs, because it’s difficult to linearise material while still keeping related materials together, and some concepts are much easier to explain if you’re already familiar with specific technical vocabulary. I’ve tried to use footnotes and cross-references to make sure you can still make sense even if you just dip your toes in a chapter.
1.3 What you will get out of this book

This book delivers the knowledge that I think an advanced R programmer should possess: a deep understanding of the fundamentals coupled with a broad vocabulary that means that you can tactically learn more about a topic when needed.

After reading this book, you will:

- Be familiar with the foundations of R. You will understand complex data types and the best ways to perform operations on them. You will have a deep understanding of how functions work, you’ll know what environments are, and how to make use of the condition system.
- Understand what functional programming means, and why it is a useful tool for data science. You’ll be able to quickly learn how to use existing tools, and have the knowledge to create your own functional tools when needed.
- Know about R’s rich variety of object-oriented systems. You’ll be most familiar with S3, but you’ll know of S4 and R6 and where to look for more information when needed.
- Appreciate the double-edged sword of metaprogramming. You’ll be able to create functions that use tidy evaluation, saving typing and creating elegant code to express important operations. You’ll also understand the dangers and when to avoid it.
- Have a good intuition for which operations in R are slow or use a lot of memory. You’ll know how to use profiling to pinpoint performance bottlenecks, and you’ll know enough C++ to convert slow R functions to fast C++ equivalents.

1.4 What you will not learn

This book is about R the programming language, not R the data analysis tool. If you are looking to improve your data science skills, I instead recommend that you learn about the tidyverse (https://www.tidyverse.org/), a collection of consistent packages developed by me and my colleagues. In this book you’ll learn the techniques used to develop the tidyverse packages; if you want to instead learn how to use them, I recommend R for Data Science (http://r4ds.had.co.nz/).
1.6 Meta-techniques

If you want to share your R code with others, you will need to make an R package. This allows you to bundle code along with documentation and unit tests, and easily distribute it via CRAN. In my opinion, the easiest way to develop packages is with devtools (http://devtools.r-lib.org), roxygen2 (http://klutometis.github.io/roxygen/), testthat (http://testthat.r-lib.org), and usethis (http://usethis.r-lib.org). You can learn about using these packages to make your own package in R packages (http://r-pkgs.had.co.nz/).

1.5 Meta-techniques

There are two meta-techniques that are tremendously helpful for improving your skills as an R programmer: reading source code and adopting a scientific mindset.

Reading source code is important because it will help you write better code. A great place to start developing this skill is to look at the source code of the functions and packages you use most often. You’ll find things that are worth emulating in your own code and you’ll develop a sense of taste for what makes good R code. You will also see things that you don’t like, either because its virtues are not obvious or it offends your sensibilities. Such code is nonetheless valuable, because it helps make concrete your opinions on good and bad code.

A scientific mindset is extremely helpful when learning R. If you don’t understand how something works, you should develop a hypothesis, design some experiments, run them, and record the results. This exercise is extremely useful since if you can’t figure something out and need to get help, you can easily show others what you tried. Also, when you learn the right answer, you’ll be mentally prepared to update your world view.

1.6 Recommended reading

Because the R community mostly consists of data scientists, not computer scientists, there are relatively few books that go deep in the technical underpinnings of R. In my personal journey to understand R, I’ve found it particularly helpful to use resources from other programming languages. R has aspects of both functional and object-oriented (OO) programming languages. Learning how these concepts are expressed in R will help you leverage your existing knowledge of other programming languages, and will help you identify areas where you can improve.
To understand why R’s object systems work the way they do, I found *The Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs*\(^1\) [Abelson et al., 1996] (SICP) to be particularly helpful. It’s a concise but deep book, and after reading it, I felt for the first time that I could actually design my own object-oriented system. The book was my first introduction to the encapsulated paradigm of object-oriented programming found in R, and it helped me understand the strengths and weaknesses of this system. SICP also teaches the functional mindset where you create functions that are simple individually, and which become powerful when composed together.

To understand the trade-offs that R has made compared to other programming languages, I found *Concepts, Techniques and Models of Computer Programming* [Van-Roy and Haridi, 2004] extremely helpful. It helped me understand that R’s copy-on-modify semantics make it substantially easier to reason about code, and that while its current implementation is not particularly efficient, it is a solvable problem.

If you want to learn to be a better programmer, there’s no place better to turn than *The Pragmatic Programmer* [Hunt and Thomas, 1990]. This book is language agnostic, and provides great advice for how to be a better programmer.

### 1.7 Getting help

Currently, there are three main venues to get help when you’re stuck and can’t figure out what’s causing the problem: RStudio Community (https://community.rstudio.com/), StackOverflow (http://stackoverflow.com) and the R-help mailing list (https://stat.ethz.ch/mailman/listinfo/r-help). You can get fantastic help in each venue, but they do have their own cultures and expectations. It’s usually a good idea to spend a little time lurking, learning about community expectations, before you put up your first post.

Some good general advice:

- Make sure you have the latest version of R and of the package (or packages) you are having problems with. It may be that your problem is the result of a recently fixed bug.

- Spend some time creating a reproduceable example, or reprex. This will help others help you, and often leads to a solution without asking others, because in the course of making the problem reproducible you often figure

\(^1\)You can read it online for free at https://mitpress.mit.edu/sites/default/files/sicp/full-text/book/book.html
out the root cause. I highly recommend learning and using the reprex (https://reprex.tidyverse.org/) package.

If you are looking for specific help solving the exercises in this book, solutions from Malte Grosser and Henning Bumann are available at https://advanced-r-solutions.rbind.io.
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1.9 Conventions

Throughout this book I use \( f() \) to refer to functions, \( g \) to refer to variables and function parameters, and \( h/ \) to paths.

Larger code blocks intermingle input and output. Output is commented \( \#> \) so that if you have an electronic version of the book, e.g., https://adv-r.hadley.nz/, you can easily copy and paste examples into R.
Many examples use random numbers. These are made reproducible by \texttt{set.seed(1014)}, which is executed automatically at the start of each chapter.
1.10 Colophon


This version of the book was built with R version 3.5.2 (2018-12-20) and the following packages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>package</th>
<th>version</th>
<th>source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bench</td>
<td>1.0.1</td>
<td>Github (r-lib/bench@97844d5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bookdown</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>CRAN (R 3.5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbplyr</td>
<td>1.3.0.9000</td>
<td>local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desc</td>
<td>1.2.0</td>
<td>Github (r-lib/desc@42b9578)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emo</td>
<td>0.0.0.9000</td>
<td>Github (hadley/emo@02a5206)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ggbeeswarm</td>
<td>0.6.0</td>
<td>CRAN (R 3.5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ggplot2</td>
<td>3.0.0</td>
<td>CRAN (R 3.5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knitr</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>standard (@1.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lobstr</td>
<td>1.0.1</td>
<td>CRAN (R 3.5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memoise</td>
<td>1.1.0.9000</td>
<td>Github (hadley/memoise@1650ad7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>png</td>
<td>0.1-7</td>
<td>CRAN (R 3.5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>profvis</td>
<td>0.3.5</td>
<td>CRAN (R 3.5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rcpp</td>
<td>1.0.0.1</td>
<td>Github (RcppCore/Rcpp@0c9f683)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rlang</td>
<td>0.3.1.9000</td>
<td>Github (r-lib/rlang@7243e6d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rmarkdown</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>CRAN (R 3.5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSQLite</td>
<td>2.1.1.9002</td>
<td>Github (r-dbi/RSQLite@0db36af)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scales</td>
<td>1.0.0</td>
<td>CRAN (R 3.5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sessioninfo</td>
<td>1.1.1</td>
<td>CRAN (R 3.5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sloop</td>
<td>1.0.0.9000</td>
<td>local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>testthat</td>
<td>2.0.1.9000</td>
<td>local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tidyr</td>
<td>0.8.3.9000</td>
<td>local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vctrs</td>
<td>0.1.0.9002</td>
<td>Github (r-lib/vctrs@098154c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zealot</td>
<td>0.1.0</td>
<td>CRAN (R 3.5.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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